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Commencement draws thousands

Speakers
dispense
advice

Grads
have final
party

by Eric Roper
Metro News Editor

by Eric Roper
Metro News Editor

Honorary degree recipients
told graduates on the National
Mall Sunday afternoon to have
confidence as they leave college and inherit a society that
can often seem mismanaged
and war-torn.
An announced crowd
of 22,000 students and family members gathered in
front of the Capitol during Commencement to hear
words of wisdom and receive
degrees. This year each honorary degree recipient was allotted several more minutes to
address graduates – to compensate for the lack of a keynote speaker. There was also
one student speaker.
The five recipients were
CNN journalist Wolf Blitzer,
President of the National
Academy of Sciences Ralph
Cicerone, former D.C. mayoral candidate and chairman of
the city council Linda Cropp,
President of the Institute of
Medicine Harvey Fineberg

Some graduates and their
families opted for a bit of
added pomp and circumstance
Saturday night at the annual
Monumental Celebration in
Union Station.
Members of the GW community packed the main atrium of
the 100-year-old train station to
drink, eat and dance to covers of
classic songs such as “Shout” by
the Isley Brothers. Monumental
Celebration is an annual postgraduation event featuring music
and food as well as novelty acts
such as clowns and caricature
artists. Flanked by parents and
siblings, graduates roam the station in formal dress during their
last night as GW students.
University officials estimated that 2,300 people attended
the event Saturday night – about
twice as many as last year.
“It’s really nice that they
have this celebration in addition
to the formal (graduation) ceremony,” said Kathy Pape, mother
of graduate Elizabeth Trinkle.

See Speeches, p. 9
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(from left) University President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, Francine Zorn Trachtenberg, Wolf Blitzer and Jessica Denson walk to
the stage at Commencement on the National Mall. Blitzer recieved an honorary degree from the University.

See Monumental, p. 3

Grads, families flock
to Mall for ceremony
by Elise Kigner
Campus News Editor

Alex Ellis/assistant photo editor

Senior Catherine O’Connor, an Iraq War veteran, speaks to the
Class of 2007 on the National Mall Sunday morning.

Graduates and their families
assembled on the National Mall
on a slightly rainy Sunday for
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg’s last
Commencement as University
President.
Seating on the Mall spanned
three blocks in between the
Capitol and the Washington
Monument. Twenty-five thousand metal chairs and four sets of
large screens and speakers were
set-up so attendees seated blocks
away from the stage could still
see and hear the ceremony.
“You can’t make this kind of
stuff up, this kind of scenery,”
said Wolf Blitzer, an honorary
degree recipient.
As Blitzer ended his address
and praised the troops in Iraq,
the sky darkened and there was
a short rain shower. A flurry
of activity followed as people
opened umbrellas and grabbed
the free plastic ponchos by
Commencement workers handed.
“It’s very colorful to see the
umbrellas go up, but it’s not
comfortable to be out there in the
rain,” said University Marshall
Jill Kasle in an interview with
The Hatchet after the event.
Kasle added that despite the

rain, the diversity of the speakers made this Commencement
exceptional.
“I really think this one was
the best,” said Kasle, who has presided over 18 Commencements
at GW.
During his charge to the
graduates, Trachtenberg recalled
an anecdote from a previous
rainy Commencement during
his charge to the graduates.
“I heard a wife say to her husband ‘We’re getting soaked’ and
the husband said ‘They’ve been
soaking us for four years, what’s
a little more now?” Trachtenberg
joked, referring to tuition costs.
In an interview after the
event, Trachtenberg noted the
many transitions occuring at this
Commencement – both in his
own life and the graduates’. He
said he will remember “the sense
of optimism students felt and
I felt as we go off to try new
things.”
Tracy Schario, director of
Media Relations said about
22,000 guests and graduates
attended the ceremony on the
Mall, a lower turnout then the
26,000 people who showed up at
the Mall last year when George
H.W. and Barbara Bush gave the
ceremony’s keynote address.
See logistics, p. 9
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More than 20,000 graduates and relatives packed in front of the
Capitol during Commencement.

School of Public Policy named after Trachtenberg
Board of Trustees
bestows honor on
University president
by Elise Kigner
Campus News Editor

A few days before this year ’s
Commencement ceremonies, the
Board of Trustees announced its
intention to commemorate the work
of outgoing University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg by renaming the School of Public Policy and
Public Administration in his honor.
The
Board
presented
Trachtenberg with a resolution to

rename the school the Trachtenberg
School of Public Policy and Public
Administration at a luncheon following the Board’s last meeting of the
year Friday. Administrators, trustees, deans, members of the Faculty
Senate and a table full of current and
past Student Association presidents
were present both for the meeting
and the luncheon.
The resolution to rename the
school in his honor left Trachtenberg
speechless and in tears. In an interview with The Hatchet after the luncheon, Trachtenberg said renaming
the school, “gives some punctuation
to my entire career and to my life.”
“It really is a serious, adult honor
... it makes me feel very responsible,”
he said
Trachtenberg said the trustees

allowed him to choose the school
that would bear his name. When
former University President Lloyd
Elliott retired, he was afforded this
same privilege and chose the international affairs school – now the Elliott
School of International Affairs.
On August 1, Trachtenberg
will become a professor of public service in the newly dubbed
Trachtenberg School of Public Policy
and Public Administration, though
he will not start teaching right away.
Trachtenberg said this is because he
does not want to be “sulking in (his)
tent” while University Presidentelect Stephen Knapp addresses new
students at Freshmen Convocation.
At
the
board
meeting,
Trachtenberg said his final words to
the trustees about some of the issues

he has been most criticized for, while
indirectly giving advice to incoming
University President Steven Knapp,

“It’s nice to hear praise, but
it’s also important not to
believe too much of it.”
STEPHEN Joel
Trachtenberg

University President

who did not attend the meeting.
“The institution must remain
always dynamic,” Trachtenberg said.
“One cannot become satisfied ... It’s
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nice to hear praise, but it’s also important not to believe too much of it.”
that he is now stepping down from the top post he has
held at the University for 19 years,
Trachtenberg’s position on various
aspects of University politics was
both open-minded and ambiguous.
He said dropping tuition may be
considered, but only if it is not at the
expense of academics.
Trachtenberg said the University
might reconsider its fixed tuition
plan after he steps down in July, a
plan first implemented in 2004. He
weighed the merits and disadvantages of fixed tuition, citing the increasing number of schools that are adopting it, but also pointing out that Pace
See BOT, p. 2
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GWBRIEFS
Trustees point to problems with
University Writing

May 22
Post-conflict nation-state
rebuilding panel
Participate in a panel
discussion on rebuilding
fragile states with GW professor Derick Brinkerhoff
and seven other experts.
12-2 p.m.
Lindner Family Commons,
1957 E. St.
Co-sponsored by the
Elliott School’s Institute for
Global and International
Studies and RTI
International.

May 29
An Evening with Al Gore
The former Vice President
will discuss his new book
“The Assault on Reason.”
7 p.m.
Lisner Auditorium
$30 (includes book) or
$16
Sponsored by
Politics & Prose

June 4

Members of the Board of
Trustees criticized the University Writing classes at its
meeting Friday.
UW classes, which the
University requires all freshmen take, were first introduced in the fall of 2004. The
classes range in topic from nature writing to the definition
of “cool” in the 20th century.
According to the UW Web
site, each class requires 25 to
30 pages of completed writing, but administrators and
trustees said professors are
not adhering to the original
UW requirements.
“What is needed is some
standardization among all of
the units,” said Lydia Thomas, chair of the Committee on
Academic Affairs. “The students are finding their experiences to be inconsistent across
the board.”
In an interview after Friday’s Board meeting, Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs Donald Lehman
said the writing requirements
for UW classes vary tremendously, and that UW classes
need to return to the original
template that specifies the
amount of writing that should
be done in a given class.

Join presidential
candidates Hillary Clinton,
John Edwards, and
Barack Obama as they
discuss faith, values, and
politics.
7 p.m
Lisner Auditorium
300 free tickets available
to the GW community
Sponsored by Sojourners
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“That creates problems ...
(and because the students)
don’t do the same things, it
makes it very difficult to assess the outcomes (of the program),” he said.
Lehman said a faculty
committee is currently reviewing the individual curricula of
UW classes.
Also at the meeting, John
“Skip” Williams, provost and
vice president for Health Affairs, said the School of Medicine and Health Sciences received the highest number of
medical school applications
in the country this year. There
were around 13,260 applicants
for 170 seats.
Williams attributed the
increase to the new hospital, track programs in global
health, public health and policy and urban policy and to a
nationwide increase in medical school applicants.
–Elise Kigner

D.C. Zoning Commission approves Sq. 54 plans
The D.C. Zoning Commission unanimously approved
the University’s plan to develop Square 54 at its monthly
meeting last Monday.
“We are very pleased with
the result as this project has
been two and a half years
in the making,” said Tracy

HIGH 78 | LOW 58

Schario, director of Media Relations.
Development plans for
Square 54 – the currently-vacant lot where the old GW
Hospital once stood – include
construction of a grocery store
and affordable housing, as
well as other types of development. Boston Properties and
Kettler, two for-profit development companies will rent
the land from the University
to create the new structure.
GW plans to use revenue
generated from the developers to fund elements of its
20-year Campus plan, such as
building a new science center,
adding residence halls and expanding the Gelman Library.
The
National
Capital
Planning Commission recommended in April that the D.C.
Zoning Commission accept
the Square 54 plan as it is consistent with federal interests.
The NCPC is a government
organization charged with
creating D.C. development
policy and reviewing building projects.
There is a 35-day appeal
period before GW can move
forward with its construction plans. The Foggy Bottom
Association threatened this
spring to appeal the Square 54
decision, so it is possible that
such an organization might
seek further legal action during this appeal period.
–Amanda Dick

SNAPSHOT Dog Daze

Alex Ellis/assistant photo editor
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Elise Kigner – Campus News Editor (ekigner@gwhatchet.com)
Nathan Grossman – Assistant News Editor (ngrossman@gwhatchet.com)
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“The only advice I
have to give (Knapp)
is don’t give the
Commencement
address.”

from p. 1
University recently scrapped
its fixed tuition model.
A long-time proponent of
the four-by-four plan, where
students take four classes a
semester worth four credits
each, Trachtenberg said that
the plan may not be a better
alternative to the current fiveby-three structure.
Though he backed down
from some of his previously
hard-nosed stances on certain
issues, he had one firm recommendation for his successor.

STEPHEN JOEL
TRACHTENBERG

University president

Trachtenberg said, “The
only advice I have to give
(Knapp) is don’t give the
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Commencement address.”
The board also recognized
Francine Zorn Trachtenberg,
President Trachtenberg’s wife,
at the luncheon by announcing the creation of an endowment in her name for photography programs in GW’s
Luther W. Brady Art Gallery.
Francine Trachtenberg has
taught classes at GW on the
history of photography and
has also volunteered at the art
gallery.
“I can’t imagine a more
gracious hostess,” said trustee Lydia Thomas of Francine
Trachtenberg. “I can’t imagine
a more talented, artistic individual.” n

A graduate sits on the National Mall with his dog after
the Commencement ceremony. More than 25,000
people attended the ceremony Sunday afternoon.

Corrections
In “Alumni Update: A
not-so-traditional look
at becoming an expatriate,” (May 14, p. A6) Beth
Monkarash wrote that she
interviewed to be a copy
editor at The Washington
Post. She interviewed to be
a copy aide.

The article “SJT protests lose
momentum” (May 14, p. B1)
incorrectly identified senior
Ashley Testa as Robert Testa.
In “Student recounts time
in Iraq,” (May 14, p. B1) The
Hatchet incorrectly stated that
Catherine O’Connor enlisted
in the U.S. Army Reserve.
She was in the Marine Corps
Reserve.
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Cardinal, students speak at baccalaureate service
Event celebrates
diversity of faiths at
University

Newman Center.
McCarrick said Pope John Paul II
exemplifies a devout individual with
a healthy balance of mystery and
reason.
“John Paul II was an eminent
philosopher and a fine poet; he
wrote plays and even acted in them,”
McCarrick said. “(But) he really loved
by Jessica Calefati
God and really loved his neighbor. I
Senior News Editor
am lucky to have had an opportunity
to know him.”
Cardinal Theodore McCarrick,
McCarrick further discussed the
Roman Catholic Archbishop Emeritus concept of mystery by describing a
of Washington, discussed the often woman he met in the streets of Rome
tenuous relationship between mys- after Pope John Paul II’s death. The
tery, faith and scholarship dur- woman, he said, traveled to Rome
ing his address to
from Mexico to pay
graduates and their
homage to the Pope
families at the sixth
because she felt per-annual
Interfaith
sonally connected to
“God already has
Baccalaureate Service.
him, a connection fosAs part of the
tered by a moment of
ceremony,
outgoa plan laid out and eye contact she had
ing
University
with the Pope as a litPresident
Stephen
now it’s up to us to tle girl.
Joel
Trachtenberg
“It is this kind of
awarded McCarrick
figure out what that encounter, this kind
the President’s Medal,
of a mystery that all
the highest honor the
students should find
plan
is.”
University President
during their time at
can bestow on anothuniversity,” McCarrick
er individual. The
said. “University is
James Wallace
service also included
a place to know the
Class of 2007
vocal performances
deepest truth and
and five personal testo answer the deeptimonies from graduest questions, (but it)
ating seniors about
takes courage within
religion and its role in their lives.
reason to be open to mystery.”
Trachtenberg described McCarrick
Gurnee,
who
worked
as
as a man who has been “elevated McCarrick’s secretary early on in his
to the heights of the Catholic faith, life as a Catholic priest, said the serbut who still remains a man of the vice was “wonderful and very inspirpeople.” The two have known each ing.” He said he and McCarrick are
other for 20 years, about as long as on the same page about the relationTrachtenberg’s tenure at GW.
ship between mystery and reason.
“My reception of this presti“Mystery and faith are not comgious medal means more than I can bative, in fact faith and reason are
say,” said McCarrick, who also has absolutely complimentary,” Gurnee
a personal relationship with Father said, adding that he was particularly
William Gurnee, chaplain at GW’s pleased with the student speakers.

“Every student had different passions and backgrounds,” Gurnee said. “It’s
clear that God works in many
different avenues and through
many different perspectives.”
Senior Jehan Riar spoke of
her Muslim faith; senior James
Wallace spoke of his Catholic
faith; senior Lynn Pellicano
spoke of her Protestant faith;
senior Curtis Raye spoke of
his Jewish faith and senior
Mariam Faisal Alkazemi
spoke of her Muslim faith.
Riar said she keeps God
with her at all time. She said
she found God as a home-sick
freshman taking a restless
walk in the rain at 3 a.m.
“I now consider myself a
follower of the true essence of
Islam,” Riar said.
Wallace
described
Catholicism as a self-defining
lifestyle and how its focus
on integrity, faith and virtue
were a perfect fit for him.
“God already has a plan
laid out and now it’s up to us
to figure out what that plan
Alex Ellis/assistant photo editor
is,” said Wallace, who is considering becoming a Catholic University President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg sits next to Cardinal Theodore E. McCarrick during the opening prayer at the Interfaith Baccalaureate Service in the Western
priest.
Junior year was extreme- Presbyterian Church Friday afternoon.
ly difficult for Pellicano, she
said, but it was her faith in
tion is synonymous with a “‘Yea I’ve years,” Alkazemi said. “I realize now
and reliance on God that helped her seen ‘em, he’s right over there.’”
that God works indirectly and it takes
make it through.
Alkazemi addressed the service’s time for us to realize this.”
“When I came to GW, I didn’t attendees in poetic form. “We were
Senior David Ceasar, who is also
believe in Jesus. At the end of the year only limited to two to three minutes a Hatchet editor, led the Litany of
I did,” Pellicano said. “I wouldn’t and I couldn’t think of a speech that Remembrance, Celebration and
have been able to succeed at GW would fit that format, so I decided to Belief, a prayer that invited students,
without (Jesus).”
write a poem,” she said.
family members and all in attendance
Raye said his journey at GW proAlkazemi said she felt excited to respond to his statements. Before
vided him with a revitalization of his about addressing the service because leading the prayer, Ceasar reflected
Jewish faith that he did not expect. her parents were in attendance and on the high number of student deaths
Raye joked that he was graduating had never heard her speak publicly he experienced as a freshman and
from a school with a Jewish popula- before.
the importance of time management,
tion in the double digits and taking a
“I wanted to express to my par- leadership and carving out a niche for
job in Iowa where the Jewish popula- ents how much I’ve grown over the oneself at college. n

Monumental Celebration draws 2,300 to Union Station
from p. 1
“It’s nice because there are all
kinds of people in all kinds of
dress. It’s a good mix.”
Tracy Schario, director
of Media Relations, said the
University sold-out of 1,800
tickets by mid-April, and subsequently decided to rent out
another area of the station to
accommodate everyone who
wanted to attend.
“We
are
extremely
pleased,” Schario said. “It
is twice as big as last year
and everyone who wanted to
attend was able to.”
The University rented
three separate rooms, each
with its own atmosphere and
live band. While some people
danced to an upbeat cover
band in the main hall, others
slow-danced to a jazz quartet
in an adjacent room. In each
area, hors d’oeuvres and dessert dishes lined the tables
in addition to the many cash
bars.
“I’ve been all around the
world and there is nothing
like (Union Station),” said
John Mooney, grandfather of a
recent graduate. “It’s really a
tribute to the United States.”
Mario Gutierrez, who graduated in a Saturday afternoon
ceremony, has been taking

Graduate Alexandra Pasternak
urday night in Union Station.
online classes for his masters
in clinical research for the past
several years. He and his family drove from Cincinnati early
last week for Commencement
and Monumental Celebration.

Alex Ellis/assistant photo editor

dances with her father Ken at Monumental Celebration Sat“After three and a half
years of studying online and
working full-time, this was
a relief,” said Gutierrez, the
father of three girls. His mother and brother in Mexico trav-

eled to America for the first
time to see him graduate, he
said.
“(The event) is really nice
and they are having a blast,”
Gutierrez said of his family.

He added that he met most of this year were $35 for graduhis online classmates Saturday ates and $40 for non-graduafternoon while walking to ates.
receive his diploma.
Robert Chernak, senior
Audrey Kudler, a senior vice president of Student and
who graduated in a Saturday Academic Support Services,
afternoon ceremony, said hav- said the turnout this year
ing the event in Union Station gives him more confidence
is very appropriate for GW.
that Monumental Celebration
“I think that GW sees itself is a lasting tradition.
as a D.C. landmark and so
“I think all events have
having another
cycles
of
event at a notap o p u l a r i t y, ”
ble D.C. place
Chernak
said.
is very fitting,”
“(Monumental
Kudler
said.
Celebration)
Though she said
is one of the
“I’ve been all
there was a lack
last chances for
of appropriate
seniors to get
around
the
world
seating, Kudler
together before
added that it
people go away
and there is
was most likely
(Sunday). And
because so many
reasonablynothing like (Union it’s
people came as
priced so why
the result of the
not?”
Station).”
University urgKeith Cricks,
ing people to
father of graduattend this year.
ate Fame Cricksjohn mooney
Last year,
Renada,
said
grandfather of a 2007
administrathat although the
graduate
tors considered
event is a great
eliminating
ending to a busy
Monumental
day, it is not the
Celebration due
end of the weekto
increased
end.
Commencement costs. Only
“The band is good, the food
1,400 tickets were sold for is great and we’re having a
last year ’s celebration, com- really good time,” Cricks said.
pared to more tahn 4,000 “But there’s (Commencement),
several years earlier. Tickets too, so it hasn’t ended yet.” n

Work for
the Hatchet
Searching for a
career in journalism?
Look no further.
The Hatchet is now
seeking student staff
to join its dedicated
team.
Email
thenextstep
@gwhatchet.com

read The Hatchet online @ www.GWHATCHET.com
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“Our nation is far from perfect. It’s led by fallible
and sinful people like you and me.”
–Gen. John W. Vessey Jr. to graduates of the
School of Business Friday afternoon.

Lizzie Wozobski – Opinions Editor (lwozobski@gwhatchet.com)
Diana Kugel – Contributing Opinions Editor (dkugel@gwhatchet.com)

In the Real World...

editorial

Lack of keynote
speaker detriment to
Commencement

On Sunday, tens of thousands of people
gathered on the National Mall for a Commencement ceremony in the shadows of
the Washington Monument and Capitol of
the United States. Yet for this special ceremony acknowledging the hard work of
thousands of students, there was no keynote speaker. Indeed this lack of a keynote
speaker not only will leave a lasting mark
of the controversy surrounding this years’
ceremony but also a hole in the memories
of the graduates.
University President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg removed himself as the keynote speaker in April after much outcry
from the senior class and cited the tragedy
at Virginia Tech as a call for unity on campus. While Trachtenberg, as in most cases,
was an interesting and engaging speaker
on Sunday morning, there was no overarching, defining speech that graduates
had waited four years to hear. This decision, not anticipated by University officials
or students, breaks a storied GW tradition
of respected and renowned keynote speakers valued by members of the university
community.
Instead, Trachtenberg and the honorary
degree recipients spoke for the same allotted number of minutes. Trachtenberg even
joked on the matter as he unrolled a scroll,
claiming it was his keynote address, at the
beginning of his speech. While his joking
may have lightened the mood, students
should clamor for action in the future.
University officials should not be so
guarded surrounding the decision of a
keynote speaker and instead welcome
student ideas and feedback. Students are
most likely to present a wide-range of
ideal keynote speakers (and not just politicians, either) that will not only build and
maintain excitement for the ceremony, but
also enable graduates to leave their own
stamp on this significant moment of their
educational careers.
As this page has already stated, a keynote speaker should be able to offer an
outside view point on issues and wisdom
– what better way to ensure such a speaker
than to ask the graduates themselves.

Renaming school
after SJT
appropriate honor
Amid the celebrations surrounding
Commencement weekend, the Board of
Trustees announced that it would be commemorating and acknowledging the work
of outgoing University President Stephen
Joel Trachtenberg by naming the School of
Public Policy and Public Administration in
his honor.
Trachtenberg will now join, and rightfully so, the ranks of GW’s most well-regarded presidents with a school named in
his honor. Like former presidents Cloyd
Heck Marvin and Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
students and visitors alike will be reminded of the lasting impact of Trachtenberg
on what used to be a small university in
the middle of Foggy Bottom. Trachtenberg
will even get to teach a thing or two as he
begins his term as a professor in the school
after his retirement from the presidency
this summer.
The 19-year presidential veteran has
been at the helm as GW has grown physically bigger and academically stronger, a
player on the world stage and a magnet
for students who cannot wait to change
the world.
And for that we say thank you.

Want to be a
columnist?
The opinions section is
looking for strong
writers for next year. If
interested, please e-mail
opinions@gwhatchet.com
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Quotable

Important Graduation Advice from a Sophomore

W

oo-ee! The past four years
have done extensive research in the
flew by quickly, didn’t
fields of postmodern short stories
they Class of 2007? It
and episodes of Cold Case Files.
feels like only last year we were
Let me tell you the future holds
drinking Bacardi 151 and cheating
alcoholism, self-loathing, suburban
on our high school sweethearts in
murder and a 40-year long court
Thurston Hall. We were so naïve
battle. Be prepared for that.
then. So innocent. Who could have
Next, if you have not achieved
guessed that we would be where
your dream after one year in
we are right now in our
the real world, give
lives? Maybe God could
up. There’s no sense in
T
ravis
have. Or perhaps a really
spending your whole life
sociologically perceptive
chasing something that
Helwig
mentor. But I digress.
everyone else around you
Okay embarrassing
knows is unobtainable.
confession fellow graduYour father ’s business is
ates: I was born in 1987.
good enough for you. You
I know it’s hard to believe, but
think that you are better than him,
I’m actually a rising junior. Still, I
city slicker? You make me sick.
completely understand what you
Also, for your own sake, gradguys are going through. I know
ually lose any political edge you
what it’s like because I’ll be there
might have. Adults don’t like
in only two short years.
other adults who hold any sort of
Seniors have been through
substantial opinion on anything.
so much together. Surviving
Go centrist and never look back.
Hurricane Katrina and even the
What is your opinion on abortion?
closing of LuLus. I felt like you
Well, it’s complicated and there
would hold what I’m about to say
are many different factors to influin a higher regard if you thought
ence that. Do you think inner-city
I was one of you. This advice
schools should be improved before
could be life changing and I don’t
suburban ones? Who can say that
want you to judge me prematurely
one child is more important than
because of my age or sexual orienthe other? See how easy it is. You
tation. I’m sure that applies somerun with it from there.
how. Shall I begin?
Make sure that starting in
First, please keep in mind that
August of this year you begin
the best years of your life are over. I
sighing and looking back nostal-

gically on college. Do this twice
SUV to blast REO Speedwagon?
daily for at least thirty years.
Shame on you! Shame!
While you’re at it, join a weekly
Please, don’t worry about
poker game with your co-workers.
money or finding a job. Neither is
If one doesn’t exist, start one. Every
really that important in the grand
adult has a weekly poker game and
scheme of things, so don’t get
why should you
bogged down.
be any different?
Go wild. You
Not to mention,
only live once.
this is the easiThere you
est way to evenhave it seniors.
tually sleep with Okay embarrassing
I have been
someone’s wife
thinking
of
while building a
these gems for
gambling addic- confession fellow
years and would
tion.
love
positive
But to get graduates: I was born in
feedback
and
back on track:
any donations
keep smiling. Life 1987. I know it’s hard to
sent directly to
is fun and excitmy P.O. Box.
ing even outside believe, but I’m actually a
While this has
of the university
already
been
gates. A good
l
o
n
g
w
i
n
ded
rising junior.
smile could help
and enlightenyou live longer
ing enough, I do
and even perk up
have one final
someone else’s
piece of advice
day.
and it is someAfter
that,
thing you need
never forgive yourself for how
to remember for the rest of your
much you actually cared about the
life. If I could leave the Class of
Student Association student elec2007 with just one thing, I would
tions. There will always be things
want it to be this:
that you look back on and hate
Wear sunscreen (and to be safe
yourself for. This should absolutemake sure it’s like SPF30).
ly be one of them. You wore a slate
—The writer is a sophomore
T-shirt? You let them use your
majoring in sociology and theater.

Roving Reporter Quotes
Given the controversy initially surrounding Stephen Joel’s Trachtenberg intention to
deliver the keynote address, what did you think of his speech during Sunday’s ceremonies?
Patrick O’Donnell, enlisted Navy,

Kue Lattimore, senior at Law School

“Pretty inspirational yet succinct
– he made light of the situation, and
that was commendable of him. It’s
interesting because a lot of other
schools got big names – like Oprah
at Howard – so it’s interesting we
only got Trachtenberg”

boyfriend of Kuebler

Rose Roche, parent of graduate

“I thought it was a nice
goodbye. As a speech it was
a good goodbye – but not a
good charge”

Megan Kuebler, graduating senior

“I thought it was concentrated a
little bit too much on him. For all the
controversy, I thought it was what
people expected it to be. I thought
people were indifferent... everyone
sitting there was like ‘what’ – they
didn’t want to stand up at the end”

Adam Linet, senior in CCAS

“SJT did a great job speaking
about his departure, our commencement and the Class of
2007’s future”

“He had an attitude – a stigma that overshadowed everyone’s
hard work. Of all the other people
who received honorary degrees –
Blitzer’s was really the only uplifting
one, everyone else wanted to get
something out of everyone”
John Green, parent of graduate

“It was fine. It would’ve been
nice to get a keynote speaker,
but he did a good job with all the
slings and arrows thrown in his
direction”
– compiled by Tim Gowa

letters to the editor
Names in marijuana cases should
be kept private
I found your article of May 14,
2007 “Drugs in the Dorms: A Look
at Marijuana Arrests on Campus”
to be, put politely, an example of
irresponsible journalism. What
is most troublesome about the
article is the inclusion of the names
of students charged with legal
offenses.
In the article, author Bryan
Han writes that at least four GW
students were arrested, though not
all convicted, on charges for intent
to distribute marijuana. He also
mentions that three of these four
students were sentenced under the
Youth Rehabilitation Act. The act
seeks to restrict public access to
court records of such “set-aside”
convictions and to remove legal
disabilities they create. When
a record is set aside, it remains
available only to law enforcement
personnel and court officials. The
publication of the names of these
students, all three underclassmen
and assumedly the three sentenced
under the Youth Rehabilitation Act,
contradicts the intent of the law.
The court would like to see these

events evolve into a concern for these
individuals and law enforcement
alone. The permanence of the
publication of this article makes these
incidents matters of the public record
for years to come. These students
deserve the fresh start given to them
by the courts. The Hatchet bills
itself as an independent newspaper
serving The George Washington
University community. An invasion
of the privacy of students on such a
level as this is a clear undermining
of this goal.
Michael Jacobs
Senior
Response to “Drugs in Dorms”
If health outcomes determined
drug laws instead of cultural norms
marijuana would be legal.
Unlike
alcohol,
marijuana
has never been shown to cause
an overdose death, nor does it
share the addictive properties of
tobacco. Like any drug, marijuana
can be harmful if abused, but jail
cells are inappropriate as health
interventions and ineffective as
deterrents.
The first marijuana
laws were enacted in response to
Mexican migration during the early
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1900s, despite opposition from the
American Medical Association.
Dire warnings that marijuana
inspires homicidal rages have been
counterproductive at best.
White Americans did not even
begin to smoke pot until a soonto-be
entrenched
government
bureaucracy began funding reefer
madness propaganda. By raiding
voter-approved medical marijuana
providers in California, the very
same U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration that claims illicit
drug use funds terrorism is forcing
cancer and AIDS patients into the
hands of street dealers. Apparently
marijuana prohibition is more
important than protecting the
country from terrorism.
Robert Sharpe
Alumnus, 2000
Policy Analyst Common Sense for
Drug Policy
Respect from UPD officers lacking
I am contacting you to complain
of a negative encounter I had with
an officer of the University Police
Department. The officer from the
moment he walked in to the scene was
discourteous and unprofessional.
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When the officer arrived at the
scene, the officer motioned to pull
me aside by bending his four fingers
at me. I would have appreciated if
he identified himself, then perhaps
use more professional approach
such as “May I talk to you aside?”
or simply any other language
that shows professionalism and
dedication towards serving the
GW community. Also, in the course
of our conversation, the officer
then raised his voice to project
intimidation and his anger towards
me. At that time, I neither used
inappropriate language nor raised
my voice to trigger such response.
During the entire encounter, I
fully cooperated with the officer
by providing identification, and
answering all the questions he
asked.
While I understand he was
performing his duty as an UPD
officer, I would appreciate it if
the officer addresses members of
this community with dignity and
respect which represents not only
the values of the UPD but our
University.
Austin Kim
Senior
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Speakers offer advice for the future
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Univ. officials, profs
lead graduations

University President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg spoke to graduates of
the School of Professional Studies Saturday evening. The School of Professional Studies was created in 2001 and
Commencement speakers are of- granted its first degree to graduates this
ten considered inspiring because they year. It also includes the older Graduimpart wisdom gained through ex- ate School of Political Management,
periences that take place outside the whose graduates were in the audience.
boundaries of GW’s campus. But a few Trachtenberg spoke of the creation of
GW students, professors and adminis- the school, and the need to engage stutrators who acted as keynote speakers dents in Washington culture.
at this weekend’s individual school
“I take great pride in GW’s mission
graduations proved this norm is not to be both in and of the District of Coabsolute
lumbia,” Trachtenberg said. “It made
Saturday morning, Frank Sesno great sense to create this school within
spoke to Columbian College graduates a university that is geographically, if
at Smith Center. Sesno, a professor of not intellectually, closest to the federal
Media and Public Affairs, is also a spe- government.”
cial correspondent for CNN.
Trachtenberg also spoke of his imHe joined the GW faculty this fall, pending transition from administrator
and has brought several speakers to to professor. “It is my intention,” he
campus including White House Press said, “to make as much mischief as a
Secretary Tony Snow and former Sec- faculty member as I did as president.”
retary of Homeland SeSandra G. Sessomscurity Tom Ridge.
Penny spoke at the
Sesno
instructed
Graduate School of
students to embrace
Education and Human
the world of modern
Development’s gradu“GW is where you
technology, and to use
ation Saturday morntheir college educaing.
Sessoms-Penny
learn how to make
tion to exract valuable
will receive a graduate
knowledge.
degree in educational
sense out of a world administration and
“GW is where you
learn how to make
policy studies.
of information.”
sense out of a world
The school, which
of information,” Sesno
celebrated its 100-year
said. He added that no
anniversary in 2004,
one should take the inFrank Senso
graduated 675 masters,
formation he or she reprofessor of media and
education
specialist
ceives for granted.
public affairs
and doctoral students.
Sesno said students
Sessoms-Penny
will
should look analyticalreceive a graduate dely at what they see and
gree in educational adhear every day.
ministration and policy
“Take one little
studies.
nugget (of information) each day and
Charles Manatt, the outgoing
drill down into it, ask questions about chairman of the GW Board of Trustees,
it,” Sesno said.
spoke at the Law School CommenceJames Scott, dean of the School of ment Sunday. Manatt discussed the
Medicine and Health Sciences, told importance of following one’s dreams,
graduates to constantly question their upholding the ethics law of the professurroundings at the school’s ceremo- sion, and maintaining one’s indepenny Saturday afternoon. He said while dence.
many of these questions have easy
“One thing you can do in any conanswers, it is more difficult to resolve text is make a difference,” he told the
why students choose their profession.
graduates. “Believe me, if you really
“I think it is important that you want to make a difference, you can.”
spend some time asking why this is
Manatt also touched on the imstill important to me,” Scott said. “I portance of the many legal issues that
would hope that your answer has to dominate national discourse.
do with caring and compassion and
“You look at things like habeas corchange and making a difference.”
pus and wiretapping, and we, as lawScott emphasized that students yers, can easily see that you can never
should not use their degrees and the rest when it comes to the rule of law,”
skills they have gained as a way to dis- he said.
tinguish themselves from the people
Manatt is a 1962 graduate of the
they treat.
Law School. He has previously served
“It’s not about prestige. It’s not as Democratic National Committee
about money. It’s about caring and tru- Chairman and U.S. Ambassador to the
ly making a difference,” he said.
Dominican Republic. n
by Nathan Grossman,
Jessica Calefati, Eric Roper
and Elise Kigner
Hatchet Editors
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Gerardo Lopez, senior vice president and president for global consumer products for Starbucks, speaks at the
Business School graduate ceremony at Smith Center Friday night.

Outside experts lecture grads
Starbucks VP, NPR
reporter talk to
individual schools

are graduating today is to make
your own list of how the world ...
could change, and how you would
respond,” Cattaui said.
Gen. John W. Vessey, Jr. told
undergraduates of the School of
Business to maintain a strong moral
fiber to help maintain ethics in the
corporate world at the school’s cerby Nathan Grossman, Elise
emony Friday.
Kigner, Eric Roper
Vessey, a former chairman of the
and Jake Sherman
Joint Chiefs of Staff under Ronald
Hatchet Editors
Reagan, told about 1,500 people at
Smith Center that graduates should
GW alumni and prominent out- continue to broaden their horizons
side leaders addressed graduating past the business world.
seniors at five individual school
“Work to make yourselves as
graduations Friday and Saturday, useful as you can be,” said Vessey,
offering words of both encourage- who received a master ’s degree in
ment and celebration.
administration from GW in 1966.
On Friday afterVessey urged
noon, former secgraduates to “grow
retary general of
with humility” and
“Our nation is far from donate to GW and
the
International
Chamber
of
other causes durC o m m e r c e
ing adulthood.
perfect. It’s led by
addressed
Elliott
“Our nation is
School graduates at
far from perfect,”
fallible and sinful
Smith Center.
Vessey said. “It’s
Maria Livanos
led by fallible and
people
like
you
and
Cattaui, who also
sinful people like
teaches an advanced
you and me.”
me.”
skills course in the
The School of
Elliott School, said
Business ceremony
the
international
for graduate stuGen. john w.
scene is incredibly
dents took place
vessey jr.
complex and gradulater Friday eveformer
chairman
of
the
ates must think of
ning and featured
joint chiefs of staff
creative ways to
Gerardo
Lopez,
solve the world’s
senior vice presiproblems.
dent and president
“In this world,
for global consumas we know it, the power of coop- er products for Starbucks. Lopez
erative action has been influential,” encouraged graduates to follow
Cattaui said. She added that stu- their dreams and passions.
dents must understand and con“Believe in your dreams,” he
front the fact that the world is said. “It is dreams that give birth to
“unfairly complicated.”
greatness.”
She said that graduates should
Lopez, who received a bachebe creative, rather than thinking in lor ’s degree from GW in 1980, also
“autopilot” when creating policy in spoke of the need to take a proacthe future.
tive approach to one’s career and
“The challenge to you who future.

“In the sport of life, there are
spectators and athletes,” he said.
“But only those athletes – on the
playing field – can change the
course of events.”
On Saturday, National Public
Radio Correspondent and health
policy expert Julie Rovner spoke to
graduates of the School of Public
Health and Health Sciences in a
ceremony at Lisner Auditorium.
Rovner spoke about the myriad
problems related to health care,
including rising costs and the large
number of baby boomers set to
retire in the next ten years.
“It’s up to you guys to figure it
out, or you are going to have to take
care of us,” she said to laughter and
applause.
Rovner told the students not to
be afraid of going against the status
quo within their career choices.
“My plea to you is to go out
and do good, but also try to shake
things up a bit,” she said. “Use this
education to make a difference in
the world of health care.”
Dr. Maria Klawe, president of
Harvey Mudd College – a small,
private institution of science and
engineering located in Claremont,
Calif. – gave the keynote address
for the School of Engineering and
Applied Science.
Klawe said there is a need for
people with a background in engineering to take on influential roles
in society.
“One of the things the world
needs right now are leaders who
understand engineering and applied
science,” Klawe said.
She spoke about the importance
of self-confidence. She told graduates to reduce their fear of failure by
deliberately aiming high. By failing,
you give yourself the courage to
take risks, she said.
Klawe said, “Confidence acts
like an exponential function on
competence in terms of the results
you achieve.” n
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ARTS & EnteRtainment
A Legendary Tribute

Paul Simon,
Stevie Wonder,
James Taylor and
more to perform
courtesy Stephen Dorian Miner

Left to Right: John Kadlecik (guitar); Dino English (drums); Rob Eaton
(guitar); Lisa Mackey (vocals); Rob Koritz (drums); Kevin Rosen (bass).

Dark Star Orchestra
Recreats the Dead
by Jason Goldstein
Hatchet Reporter

FALLS CHURCH, Va. – It is Sept. 8, 1973. The Vietnam War is
coming to an end, the Watergate scandal is at its height, Roe v. Wade
is dividing national sentiments and the Drug Enforcement Agency is
created to enforce newly passed anti-drug legislation. Now picture
a packed coliseum in Uniondale, N.Y. A thick haze of smoke lingers
above a packed crowd who manage to dance and shake despite the
lack of space. The band on stage captures the carefree, freewheeling ways of the 1960s in a way that only they can. That band is the
Grateful Dead.
It is now 2007 and the Grateful Dead have ceased to exist.
However, the spirit and energy of their music are still very alive and
well.
Dark Star Orchestra manages to capture the music and the
essence of a Grateful Dead concert in a way that is remarkably, and
sometimes eerily, similar to the original band.
What Dark Star Orchestra does is astounding. Simply put, they
recreate the Grateful Dead.
Dark Star is not the average, run-of-the-mill cover band. The concept behind the band is to take old Grateful Dead set lists, such as the
Sept. 8, 1973 concert, and recreate the entire show from start to finish
just as the Dead would have done it originally, while using their own
instrumental talents to build up the music.
Wednesday and Thursday nights at the State Theater in Falls
Church, Va., Dark Star took the audience to 1973. Opening with a
short catchy “Bertha” Wednesday, the band went on to play two sets
and a triple encore for a total of
28 songs. This is very impressive,
considering many Grateful Dead
songs last over ten minutes when
played live.
Dark Star Orchestra
Max Montague, a junior at
GW, has seen Dark Star before,
manages to capture the
but said that Wednesday’s show
was exceptional.
music and the essence of a
“It was just non-stop energy.
band really connected with
Grateful Dead concert in a way The
the audience,” he said.
Further adding to the authenthat is remarkably, and
ticity of the night, Dark Star was
joined on stage by Donna Jean
sometimes eerily, similar
Godchaux Mackay. Mackay, who
sang with the Grateful Dead
to the original band.
from 1971 to 1975, gave a beautiful rendition of “Let Me Sing
Your Blues Away” and sang lead
and backup vocals throughout
the night. During a break in the
music, Mackay expressed her appreciation for the energy of the audience and how much the band loves to play in Falls Church.
Dark Star Orchestra is a must see band for any classic rock fan.
From the very beginning of the show until the last note of the encore,
the band dedicates itself to making the music as precise as possible
while staying true to the free-flowing jams. If the spectacular music
isn’t enough, the energy of Dark Star’s fan base reflects the vibrancy
and timelessness of the music. It is vary rare to see 50-year olds mixing socially with 20-year olds in any environment, but at a Dark Star
show they are dancing right beside one another.
Dark Star Orchestra provided an eclectic mix of Grateful Dead
music and a carefree atmosphere that is hard to find these days.
A line from the Grateful Dead song “He’s Gone” sums up the feeling one gets after a Dark Star Orchestra show:
“Ain’t nothing left to do but smile, smile, smile.” n

Still attending GW?
Want free Arts shwag?

Write about music, movies,
art, and theatre for the Hatchet
next fall!

An entertainment guide for the
cash-strapped college student

$5 - $10 - $20

email arts@gwhatchet.com

If you have

$5

Save your money for refreshments
and go check out the Millennium
Stage at the Kennedy Center, which
features free live performances
each day. On May 29th, the Thomas
“Whit” Williams Jazz Quintet will
play improvisational jazz, and on
May 30th, local hip-hop dance group
The First Rays will perform, featuring breaking, popping, locking and
spoken word poetry. n

by Brendan Polmer
Arts Editor
As any collegiate live music fan will
attest, ticket prices to good shows are
often way too high and out of range for
the average student struggling to balance their budgets between food, booze
and other unexpected expenditures.
Nevertheless, there are times when it
is appropriate to pay at least $150 per
ticket for a show: when your parents are
fronting the bill as a graduation present and when the bill for a show lists
the names Paul Simon, Art Garfunkel,
Stevie Wonder, Lyle Lovett and James
Taylor, among others.
On May 23, Warner Theatre (513
13th St., N.W.) will honor legendary American songwriter Paul Simon
by hosting the Library of Congress
Gershwin Prize for Popular Song.
Simon will be the first artist to receive
the special honor in what will be an
annual prize celebrating “the profound
and positive effect of popular music on
the world’s culture,” according to the
event’s news release.
As a two-time inductee into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame – once as half of
the Simon and Garfunkel duo and again
in 2001 as a soloist – Paul Simon is
considered to be one of the most influential songwriters in American popular music, writing such classics as “50
Ways to Leave Your Lover,” “You Can
Call Me Al,” and “Diamonds on the
Soles of Her Shoes.”
“Few songwriters have had a broader influence or contributed more to
song genres than Paul Simon,” says Dr.
James H. Billington of the Library of
Congress. “Because of the depth, range
and sheer beauty of his music, as well
as its ability to bridge peoples and cultures, he is the perfect first recipient of
this prestigious award.”

courtesy Shore Fire Media

Paul Simon, recipient of the First Annual 2007 Library of Congress Gershwin
Prize for Popular Song, will play at Warner Theater on May 23.
In addition to his performance
Wednesday night, many of Simon’s
well-known friends will play musical
tributes to the 12-time Grammy Award
winner. Art Garfunkel, Stevie Wonder,
Lyle Lovett, James Taylor, Yolanda
Adams, Marc Anthony, Alison Krauss
and Buckwheat Zydeco are only some
of the special musical guests. Presenters
include poet Billy Collins, sportscaster
Bob Costas and television producer
Lorne Michaels.
In order to create the new Gershwin
award for popular music writing, which
is named after the great American composer George Gershwin, Billington
turned to the Library of Congress’
music division and members of the
music community to design an award
that recognizes musical achievements in
popular culture throughout the world.
“The Gershwin Prize is a milestone
in the Library’s mission to recognize

and celebrate creativity in order to
spark imagination in this and future
generations,” said Billington in a press
release.
Needless to say, this special event
is a hot-ticket item. With the cheapest
seats going for $150, patrons can pay
up to $750 for up-close premium seating – not a bad graduation gift, eh? For
those who can’t afford the show, the
event will be televised and broadcast in
high-definition on June 27 at 9 p.m. on
PBS stations nationwide.
The First Annual Gershwin Prize
for Popular Song – Tribute to Paul
Simon Concert Gala will be held May
23 at Warner Theater (513 13th St.,
N.W. between E and F streets – Metro
Center) at 8 p.m. Tickets cost $150$750, and can be purchased through
Ticketmaster. n

Arctic Monkeys Make Their Move
...in which indie rock goes big
by Jeffrey Parker
Senior Staff Writer

The Arctic Monkey’s first record, “Whatever You Say I
Am, That’s What I’m Not,” was a concept album about being
bored out of one’s mind in Sheffield, England, and with tales
of dance floor ennui and pseudo-cosmopolitans at the corner
shop, it resonated well beyond Yorkshire, to any town in the
world that offers nothing on a Saturday night but drink, talk
of escape, and an endless sea of blinking red lights.
So it was surprising when the four-piece came on stage
at a sold-out 9:30 Club Wednesday, touring behind new
release “Favourite Worst Nightmare,” like they were the
biggest rock group in the world. For a band known for
songs about being bored, the Arctic Monkeys put on a hell
of a show.
The night began with a white-hot sugar set by teenage
rioters Be Your Own Pet. The Nashville kids had clearly listened to their Ramones records (or their parents’ Ramones
records), and their rapid succession of three minute garage
punk blasts danced delightfully on the edge of sex, violence,
chaos, and ridiculousness. Then the lads took the stage with
a staggering confidence, a confidence that just shouldn’t be
courtesy Press Here Publicity
there from a band that sings songs about getting hassled English rockers Arctic Monkeys played to a sold out crowd last
by bouncers and the emotional intricacies of the fallout of Wednesday at the 9:30 Club.
one-night stands.
But there they were, with a Mick Jagger light show going
shows. Just for a moment it seemed like the place might actuoff behind them, and as singer Alex Turner tore in to his tales ally fall apart – there was just a hint of actual danger, of the
of existentialism in track shoes, one couldn’t help but believe, possibility that everything might come crashing down in a heap
really believe, that maybe this band really was as big as the of sweat and song and screams if it just…pushed…a…little…
rabid British press claims. Turner especially was a revelation, farther.
as he dissected everything he saw with turns of phrase, hiding
And then the Arctic Monkeys did what they do best– they
his barbs behind a not-quite-there smile that would have come turned it down a little bit, and Turner offered pub-life vignettes
across as smug if he didn’t convince you that he just knew more like “When the Sun Goes Down,” painting tales of tired-eyed
about what was going on than anyone in the room.
prostitutes and disaffected youth with all the care he can find
The band concentrated heavily on more straight-ahead rock- in the plastic and grime of the world he sees, reminding us that
ers like their first hit, “I Bet You Look Good On The Dancefloor,” rock clubs aren’t the only places where things spiral out of con“Teddy Picker,” and the lead single “Brianstorm” from their trol, and that it’s not always as beautiful as it was that night.
new record. The audience responded by whirling and collidBut oh that night, we had that night. n
ing shambolically in a way unfortunately foreign to most indie

If you have

$10

Escape the D.C. summer heat and
duck into the cool air-conditioned
theatre at the Landmark E Street
Cinema, which features many independent, artsy and lesser-known
films. Plus, you can order a beer
or a mixed drink, along with many
frozen treats, from their unique
concession stand. Visit www.landmarktheatres.com for features and
show times.n

If you have

$20

Take the Metro to U Street for some
of the best soul food D.C. has to offer
at Oohs and Ahhs (1005 U St. NW).
Entrees like fried chicken, catfish, or
ribs with homemade barbeque sauce
come with two heaping, delicious
sides like collard greens, candy yams
and macaroni & cheese. While there’s
a small counter and some additional
seating upstairs, you may be better
off getting your soul food to go. n
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Congratulations

Health Sciences Programs Graduates!
Jennifer L. Schiebe
Outstanding Graduate Student

Karen I. Barrow
Outstanding Undergraduate Student

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE
Ramiro Garrido
Darrell Liles
Orphelia Moraga
Isaac Sanders
Michael Williams
Lance Cruey
Beau Gee
Samuel Lucio
Andrew Mourning
Jason Say
Tremaine Wilson
Yvette Daniel
Justin Gill
Danny Lyons
Khanesha Murrell
Aaron Scott
Marie Wippler
Brendon Davis

Brandi Gaines
Nikolay Kirillov
Jonathon Michals
Timothy Roberts
Hiram Virchis
Miguel Chacon
Isela Gallardo
Jeremy Koontz
Lakeysha Miles
Luis Rodriguez
Talisha Walker
Bernadette Cliett
Nikki Gant
Richard Krueger
Aaron Milford
John Salamanque
Kimberly Weber
Keisha Collins

Fanolua Faraimo
Douglass Ingle
Daniel Marcum
Sandra Perez
Mai Thao
Amy Schroeder
Daniel Fairfield
Walter Jackson
Melisa McCannell
Franciou Philippeau
Jason Thomas
Elizabeth Brown
Olalere Fasipe
Cedric Johnson
Adam McConathy
Alexis Price
Judy Thomas
Charles Browning

Christopher Anchors
Dennis Duggan, Jr.
Sallie Hall
April Malan
Robert Ortiz
Michael Talley
Bryon Baker
Leah Duke
Robert Hickey
Olivia Maldonado
Patrick Oviatt
Stanley Taylor
Amber Baxter
Amy Egnew
Donna Honore
Kip Pears, Jr.
Tinsae Tekleab
Genaro Beltran

Randy Ferrer
Jemiko Johnson
Schlonte McGee
Negin Rajaipour
Tanya Todd
Roderick Campbell
Pamela Fortibui
Selina Karngbaye
John McLeod
Tanja Reed
Kelly Tucker
Kristen Campos
Joseph Foster
Isaac Kimble
Melisa Melvin
Glorimar Rivera
Nicole Unverrich
Mark Castelo

Icela Gonzalez
Alexander Mabile, III
Scott Neal
Annete Slack
Carlin Young
Ivan De La Rosa
Melinda Griffin
Zachary Machuga
Dustin Nguyen
Alicia Sprague
Branden Zachery
Eldee Demegillo
Catheryn Hackett
Stephanie Magers
Sopheap Nuon
Victoria Stoddard
Mazza Marcell

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCES
Benjamin Bailey
Thomas Fogarty III
Christy Maggiore
Tricia Reyes
Michael Touchstone
Glenn Bugauisan
Maria Garcia
Rebecca Marryott
Connie Riengnimit

Michael Curtis
Faduma Khasse
Manuel Olivares, Jr.
Donny Skinner
Jennifer Wise*
Inna Bespalov
Ashley Esmacher
Johanna Kidwell
Bright Opoku-Amoabeng

Michael Schnyder
Derek Weiss*
Karen Barrow
Merlin Curry
Neil Kelley
Isaac Nyangena
Betelhem Seleshi
Victoria West
Jason Berryhill

Russell Sneed
Robyn Woidtke
Carmelita Bibby *
Michael Evans*
Connie Kwan-Wong
Particia Parce
Chiquita Tanner
Jana Yost
Richard Bly

Maisa Al-Rayyes
Theresa Conrad
Robin Heiskell
Scott Mitchell
Scott Schermerhorn
Michael Weber
Heather Crahan*
Azeb Kassa
Farhia Mohamed

Roda Wais
Tonya Carpenter
Alicia Garrettson
Karen Maskin
Terry Sawhill
Laura Walsh

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCES
Azita Moazzez
Dorothea Scholl *
Whitney Warfield *
Jennifer Archibald
Marisa DiTullio
Cameron Jones
Jennifer Mohler
Ebony Scott-Bey †
Caia Watridge *
Eliza Argonza-Aviles
Catherine Dugan
Christina Kalbac
Terris Moss
Maryellen Sepelya
Ryan Westbook
Kim Armbrust
Christopher Evans
Corrine Keen
Joseph Mudd *
Shabnam Shidfar
Erin Wickliff
Jamie Jackson

Selam Abebe
Jennifer Costanzo
Jonathan Hoiles
Jack Lough
Angela Ricci
Jennifer Velasco †
Susan Adams *
Laura Crabill
Cindy Hosobuchi
Talia Mamone
Jessica Robinson
Valerie Vetter *
Jacob Aja *
Carolyn Craig
Jasmine Hoyer †
Laura Ann Maugel
Jeannine Romasz
Katherine Via †
Abiodun Akinola
Thomas Crassas *
Gerald Huang †
Victoria McCarthy

Laura Roten
Katerina Vlckova
Olayinka Akinola
Diana Cruz
Sherard Huffstetler *
Katie McNamara
Jose Sanchez
Michelle Vogan
Gunay Ali
Jean Culpepper
Gretta Hughes †
Nicole Meneses
Kelly Sanford
Alexis Vogl *
Jeffrey Anderson
Lisa Davenport
Jessica Hughes
Craig Mester
Jennifer Schiebe †
Jennifer Wallace †
Sherri Anderson *
Barbara Davis

Amy Arruda
Erik Garza
Amy Kelleher
Sharon Mutagyera-Long
Crystal Smith
Jennifer Winn
Shawn Bailey
Marguerite Gilner
Eva Kemper
Sarah Naeole *
Jennifer Stalilonis
Kristi Winterfeldt
Terramika Bellamy
Stephanie Gonzalez*
Sujata Kori
Noelle Noah
William Stemp
Adam Wolf
Erin Brown
Mario Gutierrez
Michael Kowalis
Judith Ojukwu

Karen Wolfe-Kerker
Tina Brown
Deirdre Hackley
Anita Kushner
Babatunde Oloyede
Sara Stout
Annie Wong
Lauren Chesnut †
Richard Hayden
Ananda Lal
Natalee Palacio
Emily Sullivan
Benjamin Woosley
Gwen Chu
Desiree’ Headley *
Brandon Lausser
Michelle Peabody
Beth Talent †
Michael Yoes, Jr.
Adaymee Cofresi
Olga Heinle
Jennifer Le

Victoria Pemberton
Richard Tetrault *
Kortney Zaimah †
Melisa Cohen
Jennifer Hilfiker
Michelle Legler
David Powell *
Frances Tibbetts
Nita Zatavadia
Jason Corley
Hilery Hochman*†
Seila Liv
Kathleen Quigley
Rebecca Tompkins *
Rebecca Corrado
Andrew Hodge
Danny Lizano
Albert Reppine
Chad Vandenberg
Yezcenia Stott

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Maria Brenneman
Sherry Denton

Regina Hymer
Lauren Kelton

Shelia Seick
Denece Shelton

* Alpha Eta Honor Society Inductees
† MSHS and MPH Candidates

Kim Slusser
Stephanie Zafonte
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This Week
in history

Monday, May 21, 1980:

Wednesday, May 23, 1933:

Friday, May 25, 1961:

Star Wars Episode V: The Empire Strikes
Back is released into theatres.

Seabiscuit, the legendary American
horse was born.

Project Apollo, with it’s goal of landing
a man on the Moon before the end of
the decade, was announced.

Brittany Levine – Features Editor (blevine@gwhatchet.com)
Prerna Rao – Contributing Features Editor

Graduating halfway around the world
International students bring home American degrees
By Cory Struble
Hatchet Staff Writer

Hussam Mustafa has not returned
home to Saudi Arabia in five and
a half years. He is an international
student who has spent the last nine
years at GW, first earning a master ’s
degree and just recently completing a doctorate in the School of
Engineering and Applied Sciences.
“After 9/11, getting a return visa
has been very hard,” Mustafa said.
“So I just stayed here without going
back to Saudi, and during that time
my brothers got mad, my father had
a stroke, but I stayed here. It was
tough.”
Like nearly 400 other international students at GW, Mustafa graduated this weekend. Many will stay
in the United States and work, but
Mustafa will be returning home with
an American degree to find work in
Saudi Arabia’s job market.
GW currently enrolls 1,863 international students in undergraduate
and graduate schools, according to
the International Services Office. Of
those graduates, 1,340 are enrolled
in graduate schools, while 468 are
undergraduate students. Although
international enrollment has dropped
about 10 percent since 2001, GW
received a boost of 30 overseas students between 2005 and 2006.
The national average of international students studying in the
United States has declined by 4.2
percent since 2003, according to the
Institute of International Education.
More than 560,000 students from
overseas enrolled in American colleges and universities during the
2005-2006 school year, accounting
for 3.9 percent of the total secondary-education student population in
the United States, according to IIE
statistics.
“This is what makes America
great: the amount of money spent
on academic research drives international students to come study here,”
Mustafa said.
Compared with other American
schools, GW was ranked 66 by IIE,
ahead of Georgetown University at
76. The University has the largest
international student population of
any school in D.C., according to IIE
data. The University of Southern
California in Los Angeles ranks first
with 6,881 international students.
Of the countries sending the most
students to GW, five of the top six
are in Asia. This year, the Republic

of Korea sent the most international you have to research all of the
students to GW with 229. Following case laws and decisions,” she
closely behind the Republic of Korea said.
is China with 204 students enrolled
Pinzescu was amazed by the
at GW. India, Taiwan, Turkey, Japan, number of clubs and opportuniSaudi Arabia and Pakistan also rank ties to get involved, even though
among the top ten contributing she said that she also felt the law
nations to GW.
school was relatively isolated
One of only five students from from the rest of campus.
her home country, Diana Pinzescu
But GW was not her first
graduated from the Law School experience in an American school
and will return home to Chisinau, – she was an exchange student at
Moldova after working for a year the University of Wisconsin durin the District. After graduating, ing the 1990s, and has had expeinternational students may choose to rienced leaving her family and
participate in the Optional Practical life thousands of miles behind
Training (OPT) program for a year. her before.
Pinzescu will take a year for OPT
“I think I miss home now, but
before going back to Moldova to the school year was so intense
practice international law.
that I didn’t really have time to
Though Pinzescu has not com- miss home,” Pinzescu said.
pletely settled her plans yet, she said
Sameeo Sheesha came to GW
she does know that she wants to take from Bangladesh to continue his
the juris doctorate she earned at GW studies on education. Enrolled
back to Moldova to make a differ- in the School of Education and
ence.
Human Development,
“I’m planhe will graduate this
ning to go
August with a mas“In
Saudi
Arabia,
it
is
a
back
home
ter ’s degree in interand change
national education.
dream to come to
the world,”
After graduating,
graduate school in the
she said.
he plans to return
Pinzescu
to Bangladesh to
U.S. Research is better
saw the prowork at the BRAC
fessor-stuUniversity Institute
here,
you
learn
more,
get
dent relationof
Educational
ship as the
Development, where
more experience, and
starkest conhe will help prepare
there is more diversity.” and test academic
trast between
American
material for the priand European
mary
education
education.
Hussam Mustafa
group.
She
said
Like Pinzescu, he
Doctorate Recipient
she
found
noticed substantial
School of engineering and
American
differences between
applied sciences
professors
his classroom experito be more
ence at GW and in
approachable outside the lecture Bangladesh.
hall.
“Back home, the lectures are
“I really like that in the U.S. the focused on the professor and he
professor generally gives you a sylla- follows the textbook, but here
bus so you know exactly what you’re there is discussion among stugoing to study and what is expected. dents and with the professor
We don’t have that in Moldova,” about the material,” he said.
Pinzescu said.
Sheesha said that he enjoyed
Being a Moldovan student in his experience at GW and in
an American law school, Pinzescu Washington, but found his bigsaid that it was initially hard to gest challenge to be navigating
adjust to the common law system the city.
based on precedence when she was
Mustafa, however, said transimore accustomed to learning and tioning to life in the United States
researching about the civil law sys- was not a problem. He said he did
tem based on statutes used in her everything he possibly could to
home country.
adjust and spent his time outside of
“It was difficult to adjust – back class exploring the city and travelhome we just read the laws, but here ing. Mustafa will return to Saudi

Alex Ellis/assistant phtoo editor

Diana Pinzescu, a law school graduate, is one of only five international students from the Republic of Moldova, an Eastern European country, at GW.
Arabia with a Ph.D in engineering.
“I don’t have a job yet, but I’m
applying already. There are a lot of
students with Ph.D’s in engineering
in Saudi Arabia – the competition is
fierce over there,” he said. “Getting
a job will be hard, but not impossible.”

“In Saudi Arabia, it is a dream to
come to graduate school in the U.S.
Research is better here, you learn
more, get more experience, and there
is more diversity,” Mustafa said.
Even though he has not returned
home in five and a half years, he said,
“I would do it all over again.” n

Alluring academic accoutrements from head to toe
At Commencement, distinguished faculty dress to impress

By Brittany Levine
Features Editor
Graduating students were not the only ones
dressed in cap and gown during Sunday’s commencement ceremony. Professors, deans and other
members of GW’s faculty who have master’s or
doctoral degrees were also covered from head to toe
in academic regalia.
Rather than just a black on black robe and
mortarboard cap adorned with buff and blue tassel,
these distinguished faculty members wore hoods
up to four feet long with colorful velvet trimming
and silk lining. Some had stripes bracing their
sleeves and wore tams, a soft cap alternative to the
mortarboard.
Each decorative accessory is a personal reflection of the wearer’s academic journey, but more
importantly, they become the colorful stitching that
unites the distinguished members of an academic
community.
For Jim Scott, dean of the School of Medicine
and Health Sciences, wearing his academic costume
is his favorite part of Commencement. At first Scott
said he bought his cap and gown because it looked
cool, but the pomp and circumstance began to grow
on him.
“I really like wearing regalia because there’s
a feeling of being a part of the faculty and the
University,” he said.
Academic costume finds its underpinnings in
tradition. Its origins date back to the 12th and 13th
centuries. The first specific regulations of academic
costume originate from a statute of the University
of Coimbra that required all degree-seeking students to wear gowns and during the time of Henry
VIII, Oxford and Cambridge universities controlled
every detail of academic dress, according to the
American Council on Education’s academic costume code. However, it was not until the 19th century that universities in the United States adopted a
specific code.
Hoods are supposed to be black in all cases,
according to the ACE, with velvet trimming of four
and five inches for master’s and doctor’s degrees
respectively. If a person has more than one degree
they can only wear one hood. The color depends on
the degree the person is receiving. Each degree is
assigned a color. For example an economics degree
recipient would have a copper trimming while a
fine arts degree would require a dark brown trim-

ming.
Some colors have specific reasoning behind
them. According to the ACE, white was assigned
to arts and letters because of the white fur trimming of Oxford and Cambridge bachelor of arts
hoods. Green, the color of medieval herbs, represents medical degrees, and golden yellow represents the sciences because of the wealth produced
by scientific research.
The lining of the hoods, which are three and a
half inches for master’s degrees and four inches for
doctor’s degrees, are the university colors. So, GW
graduates have buff and blue linings. Doctoral
programs demand the most amount of research
and longest years of study so their hoods grew
over time in size to set them apart from the other
degrees, according to the script read at GW’s doctoral hooding ceremony.
“Doctoral degrees became the most prominent
to be awarded by any university….The hoods of
their doctors have become to universities what
flags are to nations,” according to the script.
Each gown has a slightly different shape,
according to the ACE. The gown for the bachelor’s degree has pointed sleeves and is designed
to be worn close, while the gown for the master’s
degree has oblong sleeves and fasteners along
the center so it can be worn open or closed. The
doctoral gowns have bell shaped sleeves and can
also be worn open or closed. The main difference
between master’s and doctor’s gowns is the velvet
chevrons along the sleeve and the velvet facing
that runs down the front of the doctoral gown.
During the civil rights movements and at the
tail end of the Vietnam War, a movement against
academic costume arose. This led to a relaxing of
protocol and in 1986, a commission of American
colleges and universities met to revise the academic costume code. During the 1980s, academic
costume made a favorable comeback.
Fred Lawrence, dean of the law school, said
when he dons his hood that has a blue lining
(because of his Yale law degree) with purple velvet trimming, and rounds the corner to where the
graduates are sitting during Commencement he
feels a sense of camaraderie.
“Wearing Commencement regalia is always
an inspiring feeling that reconnects me to the time
when I got my law degree,” said Lawrence. “Being
part of the ceremony connects us all in a common
venture.” n

Alex Ellis and Ben Solomon/photo editors

A tam (upper left) is an alternative to the traditional
mortarboard cap (lower right). The master’s and
doctor’s hoods (lowert left) vary in color depending
on alma mater and degree, and doctoral gowns
are adorned with three velvet bars (upper right).

Interested in life at GW? ... Wanna write about it?
Join the Hatchet’s features staff next fall – email features@gwhatchet.com.
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Graduates don plastic ponchos to stay dry during a rainy Commencement ceremony. It only rained for a few minutes, but audience members used many methods to avoid the inclement weather.

Obama, Edwards and Clinton to appear at forum in Lisner auditorium
Lisner Auditorium will host
three presidential candidates
in a religious-based forum next
month.
Sojourners, a non-profit organization and magazine based
in Washington that promotes
Christian values, is organizing the form which will feature
Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton
and John Edwards. About 300
tickets will be made available
free for the GW community.
Soledad O’Brien will moderate the event, which will be
broadcast live on CNN at 7 p.m.
June 4, according to a CNN
release.
The release states that the
forum, called “Pentecost 2007,”
will center on “faith, values
and politics.” Jack Pannell,
Sojourners’ press secretary, said

Pentecost is an annual conference
in the District that emphasizes
faith-based issues in politics and
poverty. Obama and Clinton also
spoke at last year’s conference,
he said.
The event will be structured
in a question and answer format, and will be less formal than
debates held after the primary
election.
“It will be an intimate conversation with a very unique
format that you haven’t seen to
date,” Pannell said.
He added that several “religious leaders” will ask questions
during the event, though anyone
can submit questions through
the Sojourners’ Web site.
The organization contacted
the three candidates in lateFebruary, and received final

confirmations two months later.
Pannell said GW provided the
most appropriate venue and
atmosphere.
“We looked at every large
setting that can fit over 1,000
people, and it turned out that
Lisner was the best place for
that,” Pannell said. “(GW) was
extremely welcoming to us about
our proposal - not every institution in town was.”
Tracy Schario, director
of Media Relations, said that
Sojourners approached GW
about a month ago to provide
space for the forum.
“From the very first conversation with Sojourners we’ve
been very excited to see that
this comes to GW,” Schario said.
“This is a GW sweet spot. It’s a
no-brainer when someone comes

to us with this type of opportunity.”
Many people attending and
organizing the forum will be
housed in Potomac House, said
Seth Weinshel, assignments director of GW Housing Programs.
He said GW often provides temporary housing for non-profit
organizations, and has housed
Sojourners in the past.
Pannell said he hopes that GW
students participate in the forum.
“We certainly think this is an
education event for all citizens
but particularly for GW, which is
focused on politics and a critical
part of the Washington community,” Pannell said.
Pannell said that they will
hold a Republican forum similar
to Pentecost in Iowa next fall.
– Eric Roper

and president of the nonprofit organization Trust
for America’s Health and
former senator Lowell
Weicker, Jr.
Blitzer said he has
experienced many horrible
tragedies first-hand – most
recently the Virginia Tech
shootings – which exemplify the fragile state of
modern society.
“The world remains
a very dangerous place
indeed. The challenges
and dangers we face out
there are very real,” Blitzer
said. “They require a new
generation of smart and
compassionate and energetic, committed, idealistic young people. You, the
Class of 2007, are that generation.”
He added that graduates should never take
“no” for an answer when
pursuing their life goals.
“You keep pushing and
pushing and pushing, and
that door will eventually
open,” Blitzer said.
Fineberg said that
graduates should accept
any unfortunate events in
the past and be optimistic
about how to change society in the future.
“If old enemies from
your parents’ and grandparents’
generations
have receded, new ones
have taken their place,”
Feinberg said. “Your parents’ generation has left
you graduates with a lot to
work on.”
Iraq
War
veteran
and graduating senior
Catherine
O’Connor
addressed graduates as
the ceremony’s student
speaker. She also touched
on how graduates have
a responsibility to affect
world events.
“I hope we will all
continue to courageously
embrace this new and permanent reality,” O’Connor
said. “That we move from
being passive observers of
the world to being in a
position to truly change
it.”
In the middle of the
speeches, rain began to

LOGISTICS
from p. 1

When news
breaks we clean
it up...

CLOUDYCOMMENCEMENT

check out www.
GWHATCHET.
com for breaking news updates all summer
long.
Got a news tip?
Call The Hatchet
tipline:
(202) 994-7550
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A graduate at Commencement takes pictures under cloudy skies. Five distinguished scholars, journalists, and politicians recieved honorary degress and gave speeches to the outgoing class.

Around 4,500 of the 6,000
people who graduated this
year from undergraduate and
graduate programs attended
Sunday’s Commencement
ceremony, Schario said.
Commencement is typically an informal event where
people wander around to pick
up free bottled water, grab ice
cream or other snacks from
nearby stands and take pictures by the stage. Family
members said the two-hour
ceremony was not unbearably
long.
John Rumely traveled to
the District from New York to
see his daughter, Madeleine,
an international affairs and
economics major, get her
diploma.
“(Commencement) was
big and impressive and not
as long as I had feared,” he
said. “I was pleased to hear
Dr. Trachtenberg. He’s had 19
years of achievement here, and
this was a great send-off.”
He
said
students
got what they wanted at
Commencement – words
of wisdom from speakers.
Trachtenberg stepped down
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drizzle on the Mall and
many audience members
opened their umbrellas.
Degree recipient Linda
Cropp, noticing the rain,
said that the unpredictable
weather was a lot like life.
“There will be constant
changes,” she said. “Be
prepared and keep going.”
She added that graduates should all consider
giving a part of their lives
to public service.
“There is great satisfaction in public service,”
Cropp said. “And while
your bank accounts do not
become richer, your lives
become enriched.”
Cicerone, an honorary degree recipient, also
encouraged students to
enter into public service.
“We will watch for your
contributions to public
life in the towns where
you live and on the public
scene.”
In his charge to the
graduates,
University
President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg
acknowledged the controversy surrounding his initial plans to
deliver the keynote address
at Commencement.
“I’ve got (my keynote
address)
here,”
Trachtenberg said as he
unfurled a large scroll
with giant text. “And if
you’ll permit me, I’ll read
it out.”
Trachtenberg added
that changing his lifestyle
in the coming months will
be difficult, but he plans to
share the experience with
the graduates.
“This is an adventure
we can share,” he said.
“You are entering your second act. I’m entering my
third or fourth. May you
do so with confidence and
inspiration.”
Though most speakers
encouraged graduates to
be influential in changing
society, Weicker said that
parents and older guests
have a vested interest in
current situations.
“Before we send the
kids out to fight in our
battles, how about we forget the whole matter of
age and look on the conditions of humanity as
everybody’s business,” he
said. n

as the keynote speaker for
Commencement after the
Virginia Tech shootings, and
instead delivered a charge to
graduates as he had done in
past ceremonies.
Alessandro
Maffioli
attended Commencement to
celebrate the graduation of
his wife Valeria Losco, who
received a master of laws
degree. Maffioli, a native of
Italy who now resides in D.C.,
said he was impressed by the
scope of the event.
“It’s huge and it’s very
different from Italy,” he said of
the Commencement ceremony. “There are no big events
like this (in Italy) ... It’s beautiful, I didn’t expect so many
people.”
Georgia Skeadas, from
Villanova, Pa., attended GW’s
Commencement for the second
year in a row. She came with
her son, Peter, who graduated
from GW in 2006, for the graduation of her daughter Mariana,
a sports event, and hospitality
management major.
“I just love it. To have
a graduation facing the
Capitol with the Washington
Monument in the background
is just awesome,” Skeadas
said. “I’m so very proud of
her.” n
–Nathan Grossman
contributed to this report
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180 - Study Groups

615 - Full Time

Having trouble in relationships with
friends or significant others? Work on
your interpersonal skills by participating
in group therapy at the GW Center Clinic.
Email us at Gwgroups@gmail.com for
more information.

Job Opportunities Available
Upscale dental office in DuPont Circle.
Flexible hours and great compensation. Located right next to metro station.
Please send resume to dcdentalspa.
jobs@gmail.com. 202-833-8724 x ID
2556565

245 - Rent DC
Apts for Rent Modern 2-story Apt w/
wall-to-wall carpet, central air, dishwasher. Washer & dryer inside the unit. Large
enough for 3 people. Short walking distance to campus. $2100 per month starting June 1, 2007 until May 31st, 2008.
Call Ron for preview 202-251-7500 or
ronroudi@firstnationwidemgmt.com

610 - Child Care
Babysitter Wanter for the summer and thereafter, full-time or part-time,
hours flexible, in our Spring Valley home.
Wonderful school-aged children, great
pay. Please call 202-302-1602.

615 - Full Time
Marketing/Administrative Assistant needed to support marketing/sales
team. Must be detail oriented and well
organized and possess excellent verbal
skills. Duties will include client meeting
planning and travel arrangements with
lots of client contact. Must be able to multi
task in a fast paced environment. Qualified candidates will have a bachelor’s
degree and previous professional office
experience. Excellent upward growth
opportunity with lots of variety for recent
college graduate. Washington Analysis
Corp. is the nations’s top investment research firm that analyzes economic, political, legislative and regulatory changes
that impact financial markets, sectors
and stocks. Member of NASD. Please
email resume, cover letter, salary requirements and availability to sfichter@
washingtonanalysis.com

We accept American Express,
Discover, MasterCard, and VISA cards, as well as
cash & checks through the office.

Classified ads run online all summer
at www.gwhatchet.com/classifieds.
Head there now to place your
classified for only $.50/word/week.

655 - On Campus
Work for The Hatchet
The GW Hatchet, GW’s independent student
newspaper, is looking for staff to help in the
business office. The following paid positions
are open: Classifieds/Circulation Manager,
Sales Rep, Ad Manager, Ad/Graphics Designer
and Marketing Assistant. We accept students
from all backgrounds and majors, not just
business. Find out more about each position
by visiting www.gwhatchet.com/staffing or stop
into our townhouse at 2140 G St. Positions
may start immediately, over the summer or in
the fall.

665 - Part Time
Office Asst. foggy bottom. 5-10 hrs
wk, private psychotherapy practice near
campus. nice job for student (good GPA)/
retiree. flexible hours (some friday hours
required). manual ledger entry, filing,
copying etc. home internet access helpful. $700/hr. (202) 457-9122.

Help Me Become
a Dad again.

675 - Summer Jobs

DonorInfo2@aol.com

Servers and Hosts needed Elephant and Castle Pub and Restaurant is
hiring. Located in the heart of downtown,
blocks from the White House and minutes from the Capitol, we have become
a favorite hang out for area professionals. High volume, huge patio & fun atmosphere make it a great place to work.
Currently we are seeking SERVERS &
HOSTS 1201 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20004 Tel: 202-3477707 1 block from Metro Center

Single loving father in search of a
sperm donor for a second child.
My little girl is beautiful and perfect.
But, I’ve promised her a brother. I’m
looking for a happy, healthy, and
intelligent man between the ages of
19 and 29. Generous compensation.
Procedure to be facilitated by a
reputable established fertility clinic.
For more information, contact:
DonorInfo2@aol.com
$5,000 compensation

The New York Times Syndication Sales Corporation
609 Greenwich Street, New York, N.Y. 10014
For Information Call: 1-800-972-3550
For Release
Release Tuesday,
Monday, May 21,
For
15, 2007
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19 Delete
20 Czech or Croat
20 Eddie Murphy/
21 Nick
Speak
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double
feature?
22 Indian
Lab eggs
23
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23 Sales
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24
talk
exudation
25 “Come on in!”
26 Hopped to it
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28 Marshall
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on the
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Court
31 Part
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fated ship)
sound
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subject?
11 Moron
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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46
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62

57
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36
41

43

44

45

47
48

51

52

58

59

57

61

27

30

31

32

35

36

37

41

To Play: Complete the grid so that every row, column
and every 3X3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is
no guessing or math involved, just use logic to solve.
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69
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52

53

58

59

54

����
63

Puzzle by
by David
J. K. Hummel
Puzzle
Quarfoot and Mike Nothnagel

33 Glossy
Crime scene
30
evidence
alternative
34 ___ Moines
31 Dam location
35 Post-op location
32
36 Wear
Badge wearer
37 Hole
Explosive
inits.
35
puncher
40 Move,
B. & O.informally
and
36
Reading: Abbr.
39
43 Never
Words before
spell, shadow or
40 “Eraserhead”
wideJack
net
star

45 A
Sheep’s
cry go
41
train may
down
it
47 Put together, as
46 When
film doubled, a
Gabor
48 Where hair roots
47 Basketball
grow
statistic
49 Shack
49 Young swan
50 G8
Superior
to
51
member
Certain
52 “The
___belly
button
Sanction”

0UT DOWN
THOSE PENCILS

22

37
40

51

19

30
29

40

47

50

26
29

28

39

11
11

16
16

24

34

42
42

61
60

24

'7(ATCHETcom

No. 0403
0409
5

53 Greek
Loosen,
as a
54
salad
knot
ingredient
54 “Family
Enclose,Ties”
as farm
55
animals
son
56
57 Carol
Ten to one, e.g.
57
58 Conclusion
Hard work
58
Hastens
59 Church recess
59 Hwy. with tolls
62 Spy org.
63 Title for a person
63 with
Blouse
or shirt
a J.D.

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
($39.95 a year).
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Private Tutoring
Small Group Tutoring
Online
Classroom

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FRE
E.

Play Super Sudoku and
win prizes at:

The Sudoku Source of
“The GW Hatchet”.

800-2Review • PrincetonReview.com
Test names are the trademarks of their respective owners, who are not affiliated with The Princeton
Review. The Princeton Review and The Princeton Review logo are trademarks of The Princeton
Review, Inc., which is not affiliated with Princeton University.
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sports

Joanna Shapes – Sports Editor (jshapes@gwhatchet.com)
Andrew Alberg – Sports Editor (aalberg@gwhatchet.com)

number crunch
–The number of consecutive years the GW
baseball team made the Atlantic 10 tournament
before failing to do so this season.

photos by Alex Ellis/assistant photo editor

(above) Duquesne pitcher Ryan Juran throws
to a GW batter during Saturday’s season finale at Barcroft Field in Arlington, Va.
(left) GW junior Gavin Swanson connects
on a fourth inning solo home run Saturday
against Duquesne. The home run was Swanson’s ninth, the third most on the team.

Despite streak, baseball misses playoffs
Colonials complete sweep of Duquesne on Senior Day

by Andrew Alberg
Sports Editor

ARLINGTON, Va., May 19 —
Freshman pitcher Ryan Lapointe could
not have gotten off to a worse start in
the GW baseball team’s 6-2 Senior Day
win over Duqesne Saturday.
The New Hampshire native’s second pitch of the game struck leadoff
batter Anthony Manley in the head,
knocking him out cold (he would leave
the game on his own power). From
there, Lapointe seemed to unravel, allowing four of the next five batters to
reach base, leaving GW (23-31-1, 14-13
Atlantic 10) down 2-0 with the bases
loaded full of Dukes and just one out
in the first.
“Get a ground ball here and we’re

out of it!,” an optimistic Colonial
pleaded from the infield.
Lapointe granted his teammate’s
request, inducing a ready-made double play ball to the second basemen.
Just like that, he was out of it.
“That was a big play,” Lapointe
said after the game. “I was just trying
to get a ground ball and get ahead in
the count…It’s always big to get out
of a bases loaded jam, especially in the
first inning.”
Lapointe was “lights out,” as GW
coach Steve Mrowka put it, in his remaining five innings of work, and the
Dukes did not score the rest of the
game.
“That got our momentum going
and I was able to carry it through the
rest of the game,” Lapointe said of the

double play.
With Duquesne’s offense safely
held in check, GW’s bats went to work.
The Colonials scored four runs in the
third inning, one in the fourth on junior Gavin Swanson’s ninth home run
and one in the fifth.
The win, GW’s sixth straight, was
not enough to earn it a berth into next
week’s A-10 tournament. The conference’s top six teams make the tournament, but GW’s 14-13 conference
record left it one half game back of
sxith-place St. Bonaventure. It is the
first time GW has missed the playoffs
since 1999.
“It’s disappointing not to make
the tournament but you always want
to end the season on a good note, and
we won our last six (games), so it feels

pretty good,” Mrowka said.
The season-ending winning streak
may be a sign of things to come, as the
Colonials will lose just four seniors.
Senior infielder Michael Parker, who
led the team in average, hits, runs
and runs batted in, said GW’s young
players struggled against nationallyranked competition early in the season
but adjusted to the higher level of play
at the end of the season.
“They’ll come back next year and
make the tournament,” Parker said of
his teammates.
Winning on Senior Day was important to Mrowka and Lapointe, they
said, but Parker downplayed the significance of winning his last collegiate
game.
“It’s always nice to win,” he said.n

gw’s national
champ

G

W student
Jennifer Bodine won the
Division II US
Collegiate Cycling National
Championship Criterium
in Lawrence, Kan., May 13.
Bodine’s time of one hour,
three minutes and 30 seconds was best in the field
of 36. Look for more on
Bodine in June’s CI Guide.
on newstands June 20
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Center City
1731 Chestnut Street
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Why should you consolidate
your student loans with Citibank?
Three words:

ENTRY

LEVEL
SALARY
The real world can be real expensive. That’s why it’s important
to have the expertise of Citibank to help start you off on the
right foot. With a Citibank Federal Consolidation Loan, you can
combine all of your federal student loans no matter who the
lenders are. You can even pre-apply now, before you graduate,
so you’ll be ready for what’s coming later.

CITIBANK CAN HELP YOU SAVE IN OTHER WAYS:*
• Pay one bill with one lower payment
• An interest rate reduction of 0.25% when you enroll in
our automatic payment program
• A chance to reduce your interest rate by another 1.00%
when you pay on time for the first 36 consecutive months

Get started. Visit studentloan.com/payless or call 1-800-STUDENT.

THE STUDENT LOAN

Use promotional code: GRD1

CORPORATION

*The automatic payment program provides a 0.25% interest rate reduction during repayment when you enroll in the program and agree to receive only electronic statements. Federal Consolidation Loans are also eligible for a 1.00% interest rate reduction after making the first 36 consecutive
monthly payments on time. Any rate reductions obtained on underlying loans will not be used in calculating your loan consolidation rate. Interest rate reductions and other benefits terminate upon delinquency or default. You must continue to make your monthly payments by the scheduled
payment due date to retain the applicable benefit. We reserve the right to modify or discontinue benefit programs at any time without notice. Program changes will not affect loans that were eligible for benefits prior to the time of the change. Other terms and conditions may apply.
©2007 Citibank, N.A. Citibank and Citibank with Arc Design are registered service marks of Citigroup Inc.

